
SmartArse Reviews
“A tornado of hilarious stories, Seussian poems and observational comedy…  

be prepared to be blown away.”  
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation ★★★★★

“Consistently funny and sharply written, Gee’s own crazy genius of an inner child is front 
and centre in this string of wild and wonderful stories.”  

Winnipeg Free Press ★★★★★ 

“A wonder of a one-man show… thought-provoking and unabashedly hilarious.” 
Vue Magazine, Alberta ★★★★★ 

“Mr. Gee and SmartArse will be taking home five gold stars this year!”  
Culture Vulture, Victoria 

“Wickedly funny stories... interspersed with sensational slam poetry…  
absolutely brilliant.” 

Uptown Magazine, Winnipeg ★★★★★  

“Hugely funny... perfectly timed and wonderfully executed...  
the stories get funnier as the show progresses.”  

Orlando Sentinel 

“More than just a brilliant performer... a one man poetry slam…  
you are right there with him... greatness in action!” 

Daily City, Orlando 

“A brilliant one man show... colourful and imaginative...  
hilarious, fast paced comedy… very important and very funny.”  

Hot.103 Radio, Winnipeg 

“Tore along at an incredible pace… incredible… amazing…  
captivating… weaving together stories and poetry into a  

flow of consciousness that was as enthralling and  
entertaining as it was funny… a tour de force.”  

Arts in Leicestershire 

  



“An excellent performer who keeps the attention of the 
audience. Go and hear what he has to say, or you’ll 

deserve a good bollocking!” 
Edmonton Journal, Alberta ★★★★ 

“Combines the puerile and the heartfelt with masterful 
charm… a hysterical and surprisingly poignant  

portrait of the kid in all of us.”  
The Visitorium, Victoria 

“Intersperses his comedy with droll story-poems that are 
so funny and conversational that you’re only barely  

aware they’re in rhyme; but Gee has another talent, and 
it’s not one you often see in stand-up. It’s compassion…  

Gee might be a smart-ass. But his kind of smart-ass 
 is in all too short supply.” 

Orlandotheatre.com 

“You hand over some money to watch a guy on an 
empty stage talk for an hour. And it’s fabulous…  

laced cleverly between these outrageous memories is  
a pertinent social commentary... Gee’s mastery of 
engagement lies in the details, of which there are  

never too many.”  
Saskatoon StarPhoenix 

“Thoughtful, funny observations and wicked 
storytelling… a funny, sharp-eyed glimpse into the most 

awkward stage of life.” 
Calgary Herald 

“His always-hilarious monologues will leave you wishing 
you weren't too old for a good game of tag. You'll want 
to plan ahead to make sure you get a spot for this one.” 

Monday Magazine, Victoria 

“Goes by so quickly you’ll be taken aback when the 
proverbial curtain falls… if you can get a ticket, which 
might be tough judging by the size of the crowd when  

I was there, SmartArse is definitely a show  
worth catching.” 

Fast Forward, Calgary


